This allows for thermal fluctuations which produce random flipping of the magnetic moment with time leading to thermal instability of the magnetization. The key to thermally stable magnetic nanoparticles is then to enhance the anisotropy. One approach proposed recently by Skumryev et al. 9, 10 is to generate core shell species where the central metallic core is surrounded by an oxide material that can enhance anisotropy through exchange bias. These authors synthesized Co/CoO nanoparticles with exchange bias between the central ferromagnet and the surrounding antiferromagnetic oxide. The particles have blocking temperatures of around 290 K close to room temperature. Another approach has been suggested, as well, to generate core/shell nanoalloys. In that approach, the authors introduced an enhanced magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the range of 0.3 to 2.6 Â 10 5 J/m 3 for 8 nm NiRu@C nanoalloy. 11 However, the T B was in range from 50 to 200 K which is below room temperature showing a short magnetic range order. Radically, new approaches are needed to increase the intrinsic anisotropy that could lead to blocking temperatures much higher than the room temperature as well as novel collective behaviors when assembled into a material.
In the present work, we offer a possible alternative to enhancing magnetic anisotropy in nanoparticles and to generate a rare earth free permanent magnet via their assembly.
Through wet chemical methods, we have synthesized a phase of transition metal carbides where the transition metal layers are far more separated than in pure bulk and embedded with intervening layers of the carbon atoms allowing only partial mixing between C and Co states. The separate layers result in large anisotropies, which are further compounded by the mixing with the carbon states, leading to materials with unusually large magnetocrystalline anisotropies. More specifically, we synthesize a biocompatible pure phase of cobalt carbide (Co 3 C) nanomagnets with magnetic domains of size 8 nm that exhibit thermal and time stable long range ferromagnetic order up to 573 6 2 K (the superparamagnetic limit), offering potential for novel magnetic materials. First principles theoretical investigations highlight the role of structure and composition on the observed behavior. Assemblies of the nanoparticles are found to behave as permanent magnets with magnetic characteristics that rival those of rare earth permanent magnets.
The magnetic behavior of the nanoparticles is best rationalized within a model of uniaxial anisotropy. The magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of the particle is proportional to sin 2 h, where h is the angle between the magnetization and the easy axis. At absolute zero, the magnetization lies along one of two energy minima (h equals 0 or 180 ). When the temperature is raised above zero, the magnetization direction can fluctuate depending on the thermal energy k B T and the energy barrier K eff V (K eff is the effective crystalline anisotropy, and V is the particle volume), that exists at h ¼ 690 . Thus, given the ratio of the energy barrier to k B T and knowing the resonant frequency, one can compute the average time between random reversals that are strongly dependent on the particle size and temperature. As an example, a factor of 2 change in the particle diameter can change the reversal time from 100 years to 100 nanoseconds.
In this study, the Co 3 C particles were synthesized using polyol method described elsewhere 12 and were characterized using x-ray diffractometer to yield 100% of orthorombicCo 3 C nanomagnets ( Figure 1) . The x-ray diffraction (XRD) exhibits distinct peaks showing single phase Co 3 C a)
Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic addresses: aelgendy@vcu.edu; snkhanna@vcu.edu; and ecarpenter2@vcu.edu nanoparticles. The observed peak broadening reveals a smaller grain size of the particles which can be calculated using the well-known Sherrer equation to be around 11 6 3 nm. The magnetization dependence on the external magnetic field was measured for the prepared sample at different temperatures ranging from 50 to 400 K (Figure 2(a) ). The observed magnetization shows ferromagnetic behavior for the Co 3 C nanomagnet and there is no knee observed behind the remanence magnetization M r proving the formation of the pure phase carbides in agreement with the result from XRD. The Co 3 C shows high coercivity (H C ) which increases with decreasing temperature.
The temperature dependent coercivity up to 650 K can be used to determine the blocking temperature by using relations that have been established before in Ref. 13 . To this end, we have plotted the observed coercivity as a function of T 1/2 in Figure 2 (b). The data reveal blocking temperature T B at H C ¼ 0 to be 571 K and the coercivity H C0 at 0 K to be 9.5 kOe. From those results, the effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy K eff and the particle size can be determined using Neel Brown equation 13 and magnetization dependence on domain size relation 11 to be 7.5 6 1.0 Â 10 5 J/m 3 and 8.1 6 0.5 nm, respectively. The magnetic domain size can be estimated from the magnetization studies by evaluating the initial slopes of the M(H) curves. Note that the major contribution to the initial slope arises from the largest magnetic domains. Their larger magnetization vectors are more easily oriented by the magnetic field, and thus, an upper limit to the magnetic domain size can be estimated. Further, within a single domain, the anisotropy is dominated by exchange interactions. Theoretical studies can help elucidate the origins of these interactions. The observed hysteresis curves were showing a decrease in the H C till 600 K and an increase thereafter while the M S was decreasing even after 600 K. Such a behavior indicates the presence of long range order and reveals a Curie temperature T C of around 650 K, further indicating no change in the structure as a result of the high temperature measurement at 650 K.
To further ascertain the accuracy of the size, we performed the transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurements on the sample. The resulting images reveal a narrow distribution of rod nanoparticles with diameter around 10 6 3 nm in good agreement with the magnetic domain size determined from the magnetic study (Figure 2 is particularly surprising since bulk Co is a soft magnetic material with a magnetic anisotropy of 4.1 Â 10 5 J/m 3 .
14 In particular, the anisotropy per Co atom in the carbide material is much larger than bulk Co since the carbide has less number of Co atoms per unit volume than pure Co. Further, carbon is known to quench the magnetic moment. The observed values are also much higher than previously reported values for particles of this size. As previously mentioned, it has recently been proposed that the blocking temperature of cobalt nanoparticles can be enhanced by coating the nanoparticles with an oxide layer. For example Skumryev et al. have reported synthesizing Co@CoO core-shell nanoparticles with a blocking temperature of 290 K. 9, 10 These authors suggest that an exchange bias between the core and outside shell leads to the enhancement. However, the blocking temperatures in these studies are around the room temperature. In the present work, on the other hand, the blocking temperature tends to be much higher values by mixing soft magnetic material with a non-magnetic material. The results not only show nanoparticles with a larger T B but that the current phase of Co 3 C nanoparticles is stable up to 571 K.
In order to probe the microscopic origin of the observed large anisotropy, we undertook First principles density functional theory investigations. 15 Since the present phase consists of cobalt layers separated via carbon layers, we undertook investigations of the magneto crystalline anisotropy in this phase, which was calculated by determining the contribution from spin-orbit coupling to the total energy by constraining the magnetic moment along various directions characterized by the spherical angles h and u. 16, 17 The total energy can then be divided into two parts, one is the direction-independent contribution, and the other is the small angular-dependent variation of energy. The second part determines the so-called anisotropy energy, which can be written down as follows:
Here K and K 0 are two magnetic anisotropy constants of the nanoparticle, and the spherical angles h 0 and u 0 correspond to the easy axis directed along a minimum of anisotropy energy. In order to determine K and K 0 , we first carried out calculations of the DE(h,u) by constraining moment along various directions, until a local minimum of the total energy is reached. For Co 3 C, we found an easy axis along [001] direction with spherical angles h 0 ¼ u 0 ¼ 0 ( Figure 3) . As shown in Figure 3 , the DE(h,u) was calculated at different h at constant u ¼ 0 and u ¼ 90 . The above equation was then fitted to the calculated energies to determine the anisotropy constants. The calculated K and K' were 8. In order to further quantify how such a mixing leads to an increase in MAE, we examined the band structure and the electronic states with large d-character in the carbide materials. The MAE in transition metal systems is small, and, as has been previously shown, a second order perturbation calculation of the spin orbit interaction can provide the microscopic picture. 16, 17 Within the second order model, the MAE is determined by the matrix element of the spin orbit interaction between the occupied and the unoccupied states. We therefore proceeded to examine the location of the occupied and unoccupied Co d-states close to Fermi energy for the three interesting cases namely, pure bulk cobalt, structure of the nanoparticles with cobalt layers without the carbon layers, and the cobalt carbide with carbon layers. In Figure  1S of supplementary material, 20 we show the energy bands along U to X for the actual carbide material and for the separated cobalt layers alone. The states with larger d-component are shown by the dark dots. To further quantify the change in anisotropy, we examined the energy difference between the states at the U and X point for the nanostructures and the pure hexagonal cobalt (Table I ). The separation into layers decreases the energy difference, thus increasing the anisotropy. The mixing with carbon further reduces this difference adding to the increase and resulting in giant anisotropic values. Similar enhancements in anisotropy through reduction of the separation between occupied and unoccupied states have been previously seen in other systems. energy occurs when the magnetic moment is 90 to the easy axis. As shown in Figure 4 , at low temperature where the thermal energy is very small compared to the anisotropy energy, the fluctuation time between two directions is very long (10 9 years) revealing thermally stable magnetic order. Then by increasing the temperature, the fluctuation time stays longer till the temperature is close to 300 K, the time drops to 434 years (thermal stable magnetic order). Upon further raising the temperature close to T B at 571 K, the fluctuation time drops to 0.7 s, and the magnetic moments fluctuate freely. As mentioned earlier, this occurs due to the increase of the thermal energy that becomes larger than the anisotropy energy. The magnetic order is then not thermally stable, and superparamagnetic (SPM) behavior dominates. We can also use the observed anisotropy to determine the rate of change of the magnetic moment direction (dh/dt) as a function of temperature using the expression 25 k B T ¼ K eff V Sin 2 h. The results are shown in Figure 5 (a). From these, the T B and the Curie temperature T C (threshold between SPM and paramagnetic behavior) are determined to be 577 K and 641 K, which is in a good agreement with the value determined from the H C dependence of Temperature ( Figure  2(b) ). At low temperature, K eff V > k B T, and the dh/dt is very small indicating that the magnetic moment takes a long time to fluctuate from one direction to another direction. Once the temperature is close to T B , the thermal energy is comparable to the anisotropy energy K eff V % k B T and dh/dt increases till it reaches the maximum value, and the superparamagnetic behavior dominates. Further increase in the temperature beyond T B results in a decrease of the dh/dt that becomes very small close to T C at 641 K. Once T C has been reached, the temperature effect on dh/dt is negligible, and the magnetic moments take random directions and behave as paramagnetic. On the other hand, information regarding the shape of the particles can be determined from the T C dependence on particle size by applying cohesive energy model to our material ( Figure 5(b) ). 6 As seen from the plot, T C exhibits a linear relation with the number of atoms that is directly proportional to the particle size for 3 different shapes, such as sphere, cube, and cylinder. By comparing our result to the plot, we have found that our experimentally obtained T C lies in the range of cylindrical shaped nanoparticles which is consistent with our TEM image. Also by comparing our particle size result to the plot, we have found that the calculated T C is around 645 K, which is in a good agreement with our experimental result based on M Â H measurements. In order to use the Co 3 C nanomagnets for data storage applications, we also determined the magnetic efficiency loss. Figure 5(c) shows the remnant magnetization (M r ) dependence on time at zero magnetic fields and room temperature. The magnetic efficiency loss (f) at room temperature amounts to around 14% after 65 years of using the materials. This result opens a door for a new material for applications in the data storage technology.
The above findings on the effect of the temperature and the particle size on the direction and the fluctuation time of the magnetic moment could be condensed into a single simple 3D figure that represents the effect of temperature on the rotation of the magnetic moment. This is shown in Figure 2S (see supplementary material 20 ). The color indicates the change in the temperature range starting from the lower temperatures (blue regions) up to the very high temperatures (black regions). The effect of the thermal energy on change of the magnetic moment direction has been implied from 0 to 135 resulting in a magnetic moment rotation image of the particle around its easy axis ( Figure 2S ).
To conclude, the present studies indicate that unusually large MAE can be accomplished in cobalt carbide nanoparticles consisting of cobalt layers separated by carbon atoms. The increased anisotropy is mainly driven by spin orbit coupling. The separation into layers increases the anisotropy, and the effect is enhanced by the intervening carbon layers. The carbon p-states partially mix with Co d-states to reduce the separation between the occupied and unoccupied dstates, leading to the large MAE, a superparamagnetic blocking temperature in excess of 571 K, and a higher H C and K eff , even for particles with size less than 10 nm. The current nanoparticles could be used for a new generation of thermal stable data storage devices and when assembled, form strong permanent magnets. Since the separation between occupied and unoccupied states is sensitive to the composition and the underlying atomic structure, the present work opens the possibility of further enhancing the MAE through control of the composition and the size of the particles. 19 Towards this end, it will be interesting to examine if other transition metal carbides could also exhibit similar enhancements.
